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CertiK is a pioneer in blockchain 
security, leveraging best-in-class 
AI technology to protect and 
monitor blockchain protocols and 
smart contracts. Founded in 2018 
by professors from Yale University 
and Columbia University, CertiK’s 
mission is to secure the web3 
world. CertiK applies cutting-
edge innovations from academia 
to enterprise, enabling mission-
critical applications to scale with 
safety and correctness.

WHO WE ARE

ABOUT CERTIK

CERTIK IS A GLOBAL COMPANY WITH 
TEAM MEMBERS AROUND THE WORLD.

One of the fastest-growing 
and most trusted companies in 
blockchain security, CertiK is 
a true market leader. To date, 
CertiK has worked with over 
3,600 Enterprise clients, secured 
over $360 billion worth of 
digital assets, and has detected 
over 66,000 vulnerabilities in 
blockchain code. Our clients 
include leading projects such as 
Aave, Polygon, Binance Smart 
Chain, Terra, Yearn, and Chiliz. 

  CertiK is backed by Insight, 
Partners, Sequoia, Tiger Global, 
Coatue Management, Lightspeed, 
Advent International, SoftBank, 
Hillhouse Capital, Goldman Sachs, 
Coinbase Ventures, Binance, 
Shunwei Capital, IDG Capital, Wing, 
Legend Star, Danhua Capital and 
other investors. 

CertiK / CertiK Security Leaderboard / CertiK Alert

https://t.me/CertiKCommunity
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCcFr6FTUeWDIqUdY8i1W5w
https://www.linkedin.com/company/certik/
https://twitter.com/CertiK
https://medium.com/certik
 https://www.certik.com/
https://twitter.com/CertiKCommunity
https://twitter.com/CertiKAlert
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CERTIK CORE TECHNOLOGIES
CERTIK PRODUCT SUITE

AS FEATURED IN

Formal Verification
Mathematical proofs to verify all 
possibilities of mission-critical programs

Auto Scan
Scalable technology to identify and 
remediate security vulnerabilities

Audit Report
Detailed and transparent Audit Reports

Code Review
Code review by security experts

Penetration Testing
Advanced Penetration Testing by 
experienced and ethical hackers

Data-driven Security
Artificial Intelligent data driven decision 
for security analytics and monitoring

Audits
Audits performed across all major 
protocols and languages

Audit 
A comprehensive security assessment of your smart contract 
and blockchain code to identify vulnerabilities and recommend 
ways to fix them.

On-Chain Analytics and Monitoring (Skynet) 
Powering on-chain security monitoring and data insights for 
smart contracts.

KYC 
Designed to de-anonymize blockchain and Web3 project teams 
and create greater accountability through a rigorous vetting 
process of project owners.

Penetration Testing 
A safe and In-depth attack simulation to expose the most 
complex vulnerabilities on your crypto exchanges, wallets and 
Dapps.

Bug Bounty 
Crowdsourcing from a list of the world’s top ethical hackers 
to provide you continuous assessment, for uncovering 
vulnerabilities before anyone else does. 

Wallet and Suspicious Activity Tracing (SkyTrace) 
An intelligent wallet tracing and visualization tool to help you 
access security insights and follow the flow of funds.

WHAT WE DO

YaHoo Finance: Goldman Sachs joins other investors in $88M round for web3 and blockchain security firm CertiK / CoinDesk: CertiK Closes $60M Round, Raises Total of $148M in 2 Weeks
CoinDesk: Blockchain Security Firm CertiK Confirms $88M Raise at $2B Valuation / Fortune: Blockchain security firm accuses token of crypto rug pull resulting in $1.3 million in losses
Bloomberg: Giant Ronin Bridge Hack Could Change How VCs Invest In Crypto  /  Bloomberg: Hackers Seize $80 Million From Qubit In Latest DeFi Attack
Forbes: Jump Crypto Fronts $325 Million In Stolen Crypto One Day After Solana’s Biggest Hack Ever  /  Yahoo Finace: FlokiPup Token - The Next Meme Cryptocurrency Moonshot
CNBC: More than $320 million stolen in latest apparent crypto hack  /  CoinDesk: Funds Lost to DeFi Hacks More Than Doubled to $1.3B in 2021: CertiK

https://www.ft.com/content/817b917f-cbfd-490f-b6ec-490ab361f0c6
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-31/giant-ronin-bridge-hack-could-change-how-vcs-invest-in-crypto
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathanponciano/2022/02/03/vc-backer-replaces-325-million-in-stolen-crypto-one-day-after-solanas-biggest-hack-ever/?sh=54cd43c06f42
https://www.yahoo.com/now/flokipup-token-next-meme-cryptocurrency-054600742.html
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/01/13/funds-lost-to-defi-hacks-more-than-doubled-to-13b-in-2021-certik/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/centralization-issues-are-the-biggest-culprits-of-defi-attacks-certik
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/02/320-million-stolen-from-wormhole-bridge-linking-solana-and-ethereum.html
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“The meteoric rise of decentralized finance has given millions 
of people the opportunity to become their own bank. Yet for 
the innovations to be fully trusted, security must be the focal 
point. We’re proud to support CertiK in raising the standards 
of security with the rollout of Skynet Premium. The product 
pioneers a novel and critical sector of the market: antivirus 
for blockchain.”

–– Pengfei Wang, Partner of Tiger Global

“Blockchain security is an indispensable link in the commercial 
value chain overall. We are very proud to invest in CertiK, which 
is deeply involved in this field. This is an important addition to 
our global blockchain investment landscape. We believe that 
CertiK can create synergies with other companies we have 
invested in. Our goal is that Sequoia can provide CertiK with 
resources to jointly develop the blockchain security market.”

–– Spokesperson from Sequoia Capital

“We are excited to invest in CertiK as a leader in developing 
critically needed cybersecurity solutions for the Web3/DeFi 
market. The decentralized Internet that runs on the blockchain 
through smart contracts has experienced high levels of security 
breaches and is in dire need of the kind of effective solutions 
that CertiK provides. We look forward to partnering with the 
CertiK team as it continues its tremendous momentum in 
making blockchains safer and more performant while also 
providing consumers with much-needed visibility into security 
considerations across new and existing projects.” 

–– Eric Noeth, Partner at Advent International.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US

“Goldman Sachs is excited to be an investor in Certik, a leading 
security platform for the blockchain and Web3 ecosystem. 
As we see continued growth in use cases and assets on 
decentralized applications the solutions being built by Certik 
will be integral to securing the ecosystem, helping to accelerate 
innovation and adoption of these novel technologies.”

–– Oli Harris, Managing Director at Goldman Sachs

“CertiK is a mission-critical blockchain cybersecurity platform 
in a massive market and has already become a clear leader in 
the industry with a high-quality product that provides all-round 
security for blockchain, smart contracts, and Web3. We look 
forward to partnering with CertiK’s best in class founding team, 
complete with a team of leading crypto security thought leaders 
as they continue to grow and Scale-Up.” 

–– Steve Ward, Managing Director at Insight Partners

This is the official CertiK information to include in press releases 
and social media. For interview and other inquiries, please reach 
out to pr@certik.com

Questions? Contact us directly at marketing@certik.com
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OUR FOUNDERS

Prof. Zhong Shao, Co-FounderProf. Ronghui Gu, Founder, CEO
Chair of CS Department, Yale University 
Ph.D., Princeton University

Assistant Professor, Columbia University 
Ph.D., Yale University



Website

CertiK.com

Address

1001 Ave of the Americas, Suite 1801 
New York, NY, 10018

Contact
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